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Topic: Prime "Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant" has Arrived (3/8182)! (Read 38748 times)
Quotes of a most famous/infamous Atheist of our Time. (=19/7780)
« Reply #580 on: Yesterday at 02:34:59 PM »

Salaam/Peace to All,
Here we shall see some of the most notable “quotes” of a most famous/infamous atheist of our Time,
the late Christopher Hitchens (who was considered a member of the "Four Horsemen of New Atheism,"
alongside Richard Dawkins, Daniel Dennett, and Sam Harris.)
=================================================================
Christopher Eric Hitchens (13 April 1949 – 15 December 2011) was an AngloAmerican author, columnist,
essayist, orator, Religious and literary critic, social critic, and journalist.
Hitchens was the author, coauthor, editor or coeditor of over 30 books, including five collections of essays,
on a range of subjects, including politics, literature, and Religion. A staple of talk shows and lecture circuits,
his confrontational style of debate made him both a lauded and controversial figure and public intellectual.
As an atheist, and a self described antitheist, Hitchens viewed the concept of a GOD or a Supreme BEING
as a totalitarian belief that destroys individual freedom, and argued free expression and scientific discovery
should replace Religion as a means of teaching ethics and defining human civilisation.
In 2007, Hitchens published his most popular book, "God Is Not Great: How Religion Poisons Everything,"
which was a New York Times bestseller.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christopher_Hitchens
=================================================================

So here are some of Christopher Hitchen’s most notable “quotes,”
and then the straightforward, open and clear replies of
a Believer (in One GOD and HIS One Message: "QURAN TESTAMENT"),
now here thus:

https://www.goodreads.com/author/quotes/3956.Christopher_Hitchens?page=1

Christopher Hitchens: “Exceptional Claims demand exceptional Evidence.”
Believer: "Here is an exceptional Claim:
There is only One Real GOD (=ALLAH) and One True Message (=QURAN TESTAMENT),

because ALLAH has created HIS Book of Universe and HIS Book of Religion (=QURAN TESTAMENT)
based on "19" coded, most Superb and matchless "SYMMETRICAL MIRACLES",
********
"Mathemat cs s the Language n wh ch GOD has wr tten the Un verse."
Gal leo Gal le , Ital an astronomer & phys c st (1564  1642)
********
in such a perfectly parallel and absolutely Consistent manner, from the very Beginning,
now here thus:

"5" Most Essent唀al MIRACLES
wh唀ch clearly and unm唀stakably prove
the most Superb and matchless DIVINE Nature (=17/88)
of the whole QURAN TESTAMENT
V V V V V V

Perfectly "114" Chapters & "6346" Verses in total in QURAN TESTAMENT =78/29 (1)
=http://www.19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_idf042.html

Perfectly "114" Chapters & "6346" Verses in total in QURAN TESTAMENT =78/29 (2)
=http://www.19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_idf043.html

Fundamental Miracle of "ODD" & "EVEN" in QURAN TESTAMENT =89/35
=http://www.19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_idf040.html

Excellent "Fibonacci Sequence" in QURAN TESTAMENT =78:29
=http://www.19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_idf034.html

Awesome Secret of "EQUAL" & "UNEQUAL" Verses in QURAN TESTAMENT =78:29
=http://www.19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_idf039.html

***********

"5" Most Essent唀al Sc唀ent唀f唀c MIRACLES
wh唀ch clearly and unm唀stakably prove
the most Superb and matchless DIVINE Or唀g唀n (=25/6)
of the whole QURAN TESTAMENT
V V V V V V

"EARTH" & "SUN" & "MOON" in their orbits Glorifying
=http://www.19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_idf069.html

ALLAH

=21/33

Most Precise "Speed of LIGHT" foretold in QURAN TESTAMENT =14/1
=http://www.19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_idf050.html

ATOMIC (=Proton & Neutron & Electron) MIRACLE, right here now! =54/49
=http://www.19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_idf056.html

Most Mysterious "Dark ENERGY" foretold in QURAN TESTAMENT =25/6
=http://www.19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_idf052.html

Awesomely SentDown "IRON" MIRACLE, right here now! =57/25
=http://www.19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_idf055.html

***********

Christopher Hitchens: “What can be asserted without Evidence can also be dismissed without Evidence.”
Believer: ALLAH has granted us the most Powerful and Clear Evidence here:
==========
24 Or have they taken "gods" (=i.e. "authorities" who can issue "Judgments/Decrees" to teach us
what is Right and what is Wrong =28/70) besides HIM?
Say: "Bring your Evidence then (which would prove that they are competent and worthy of being
such "gods" = "authorities" above, in the first place).
So, this is the "Reminder" (="Dhikr") of those with me thus especially, due to/on the left side of all of those
most Superb and matchless "19" coded Tables above now, and (also) the "Reminder" (="Dhikr")
of those before me thus especially, due to/on the right side of all of those most Superb and matchless
"19" coded Tables above now!
(*"Reminder" = "Dhikr/Dhikra" = "19" coded,
most Superb and matchless "SYMMETRICAL MIRACLES" here: 74/2630, "31")
But, many of them (still) do not (reflect on it and) know The TRUTH (here), and they turn away.
25 And We did not send any messenger before you except that We inspired him this:
(ALLAH said:) There is no "God" (=i.e. "Authority" to Whom belongs "AllPraise" ("AlHamd") and
"AllJudgment" (="AlHukm") except ME (=28/70),
so you shall serve ME (Alone, as the One and Only "GOD" ="AUTHORITY") here: 28/70 = 39/11
QURAN TESTAMENT 21/2425
===============

continues in the next post
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And he who came with The TRUTH,
and those who verifieditasTRUE,
they are the Righteous. =39/33, ....
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Christopher Hitchens: “The man who prays is the one who thinks that God has arranged matters all wrong,
but who also thinks that he can instruct God how to put them right.”
Believer: "The man who prays is the one who sees that matters have gone wrong (because of mistakes or wrongdoings
of himself/herself or of some others, in any circumstances whatsoever therein)
under the Watchful Eyes of GOD,
and he/she strongly believes that exclusively and only HE is Capable of saving him/her and making matters all Right
for him/her again, in any circumstances,
when he/she truly repents, first, and prays to HIM with a totally truthful, sincere and open heart and mind
therein. (=6/6364)
==========
186 (ALLAH said): And when MY Servants ask you about ME, I am Near answering the prayers
of those, when they truthfullypray to ME.
So thus especially, due to/on the left side of all of those most Superb and matchless "19" coded Tables
above now let them "respond" to ME, and thus especially, due to/on the right side of all of those
most Superb and matchless "19" coded Tables above now let them "believe" in ME,
that they may be guided.
QURAN TESTAMENT 2/186
==========

Christopher Hitchens: “We owe a huge debt to Galileo for emancipating us all from the stupid belief in an Earthcentered
or mancentered (let alone Godcentered) system. He quite literally taught us our place and allowed us to go on
to make extraordinary advances in knowledge.”
Believer: Galileo was/is absolutely right when he said this, first of all:
********
"I do not feel obl ged to bel eve that the same GOD Who has endowed us w th sense, reason, and ntellect
has ntended us to forgo the r use."
Gal leo Gal le , Ital an astronomer & phys c st (1564  1642)
********
==========
23 Say: HE is the ONE Who initiated you, and made for you the hearing, the eyesight, and the minds.
But little do you give thanks (by using them rightfully and to its full potential).
***
26 Because We had established them in the same way as We established you, and provided them with the hearing,
and the eyesight, and the minds.
But their hearing, eyesight, and minds did not help them at all.
This is because they used to disregard the "Signs" of ALLAH (=for example: "Sun" & "Moon" & "Earth" are cited in Quran Testament
among the "Signs" of ALLAH, each of them are perfectly floating in their own orbits within our Solar System and also
within our whole Galaxy therein =36/3740),
and (in the end) they were stricken by what they used to mock (=i.e. thus also Catholic Church and their false and imaginary "god"
who supposedly created the Earth in six (24 hour) day, to send his one and only "son" therein,
as an intrinsic "portion/share/piece/part" of HIM and as a physical/spiritual Manifestation of HIM,
at the very center of the whole Universe)
which they thus utterly concocted in their own minds based on their own grossly mistaken and wrongful misinterpretation
of the Bible therein

of the Bible therein
and eventually they were thus totally stricken and humiliated for all Ages therein =5/1718, 7274).
QURAN TESTAMENT 67/23 & 46/26
==========

Christopher Hitchens: “Everything about Christianity is contained in the pathetic image of 'the flock.”
Believer: Again, under the Church's grossly mistaken and wrongful misinterpretation of the Bible
all their Christian followers were made into "flock of sheep" and obliged to follow the shepherd (=i.e. all of
Church's such utterly mistaken/wrongful doctrines above), blindly.
For this reason, our Lord ALLAH rightfully abrogated these terms: "flock," and "shepherd us," etc. first of all,
and established these better/best terms instead of them (=2/106),
in QURAN TESTAMENT, here:
==========
104 O you who believe, do not say, "Raa'ena" (be our shepherd). Instead, you should say,
"Unzurna" (pay attention to us), and listen.
There is a painful consequence for (such) rejecters (40/17 = 40 & 22/72 & 85/410 & .....).
44 But do you think that most of them would hear or comprehend? They are just like livestock (=i.e. acting in
flock & herd mentality). Indeed, they are (thus) farthest astray.
93 All who are in the heavens and the earth will come to The Almighty (ALLAH)
as humble "servants" (=i.e. not as such egotistic "sons/daughters" or/and such egotistic "partners"
here =5/18 & 17/111)!
94 For HE has encompassed them, and counted them one by one.
95 And all of them will come before HIM on the Day of Resurrection
as "individuals" (=i.e. not as blind followers of/in a "flock" & "herd" here =6/94)!
QURAN TESTAMENT 2/104 & 25/44 & 19/939495
==========

Christopher Hitchens: “Do I fear death? No, I am not afraid of being dead because there's nothing to be afraid of,
I won't know it.
I fear dying, of dying I feel a sense of waste about it and I fear a sordid death, where I am incapacitated or
imbecilic at the end, which isn't something to be afraid of, it's something to be terrified of.”
Believer: Ironically, Mr. Hitchens was partially / totally incapacitated at the final months and days
of his life here.
Because he was diagnosed with esophageal cancer and due to heavy chemotherapy and radiation treatment he
had to go through therein
lost his vigor, all his hair, some of his most critical internal organs, his voice, and eventually his life.
We can witness the clear dismay and deep gloom and unhappiness in him due to these dire circumstances
in one of his final interviews he gave (especially in "Part 1" which is about 25 minutes long) below.
===========================
Christopher Hitchens on ABC1 Lateline  FULL
(one of his last interviews)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yI30VwPZmo
===========================
In my opinion, one of the most striking and noteworthy thing in this interview above is the fact that
Mr. Hitchens honestly confesses that this type of consolation = "don't worry, even if you die, you will be "immortal"
through your words/message" does nothing to alleviate his dismay and deep gloom and unhappiness in him,
knowing that he will never be healthy again to easily and happily do the things he happily used to do,
and will never see his wife and children and grandchildren here again, .........

(*Only true Servants of ALLAH can stay absolutely strong, calm and happy even n such d re s tuat ons (= .e. any k nd of llness,
loss of lovedones, or loss of money and propert es, etc. here)
by the Great Help of ALLAH unto us when/ f we can ma nta n our strong bel ef and unshakable trust n HIM, at every
moment, n every s tuat on =2/155157 & 31/17 & .....)
But unfortunately, Mr. Hitchens still said he had no intention to repent and return to ALLAH
in such a good/best manner (=25/71)
when ALLAH has granted him this great opportunity there (=25/6871),
but he only (sarcastically) says: "In Shaa ALLAH" (="GOD Willing") at the end of his interview above.
And after this interview, he went to receive a worldly prize from his likeminded "intellectual" fellow Richard Dawkins,
and made one of his final public speeches therein (when his health was very deteriorated at the moment, and his voice weak
and almost unrecognizable at some points)
===========================
Christopher Hitchens  Last Public Appearance  Dawkins Award [2011]
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ud973COUVYs
===========================
(mostly criticizing Evangelical Church and their false and imaginary "god" who supposedly created the Earth
in six (24 hour) day, and all humans without any Evolutionary Creation process, at all,
in an instant, on the very last and sixth day therein,
in HIS own physical/spiritual Image as HIS own "Sons," at the very center of the whole Universe therein)
which again those Evangelicals concocted in their own minds based on their own grossly mistaken and wrongful misinterpretation
of the Bible therein again =5/1718, 7274)
but Mr. Hitchens who did the Right thing by absolutely rejecting that false and imaginary "god" concocted by
such Evangelicals above
(*because these kind of false and imaginary "gods" concocted by such Evangelicals above
are called: "jibt and taghoot",
and every truthful Believer has been commanded by ALLAH to absolutely reject them
here: 4/5152, 60 & 5/1718, 7274)
but Mr. Hitchens (openly and publicly) never repented and returned to the One and Only Real GOD (=ALLAH)
Who created our whole Universe and all Livingbeings therein
in such a magnificent Cosmic Evolutionary Creation (=Big Bang) MIRACLE
(=please, clearly see it in QURAN TESTAMENT 21/30 & 71/1315 & 51/47 & ......)
and also such a magnificent Biological Evolutionary Creation MIRACLE
(=please, clearly see it in QURAN TESTAMENT 6/133 & 14/1920 & 71/1315 & 76/12 & .......),
in such a perfectly parallel manner, from the very Beginning.

Christopher Hitchens: “Nothing proves the manmade character of religion as obviously as the sick mind that designed hell.”
Believer: "Nothing proves the GODMade Character of Religion as obviously as the Perfect MIND that Designed Hell
for those egotistical, sick minded, arrogant and cruel ones who do evildeeds (=i.e. murder, abduction, torture, rape,
robbery, and all other kinds of intimidation and exploitation) here
thus HE will requite every "evildeed," Most Equitably & Most Fairly, with an exactly similar/same punishment
thus to make us taste our own "evil" that we may understand how cruel and awful what we do (=40/17, 40),
in order that we may thus truly repent and return to ALLAH in this Good/Best manner, before it may be too late then,
here (=25/6871, 7276),
and HE will reward every GoodDeed in such a Most Benevolent & Most Generous Manner
by at least "ten times as much," forever, thus:

==========
160 Whoever brings a "GoodDeed" will receive a tenfold Reward.
And whoever brings an "evildeed" will be requited for no more than the like thereof.
And (thus) they will never be wronged.
40 Certainly, ALLAH does not inflict an atom's weight of injustice.
But HE multiplies the Reward manifold (=i.e. at least "tenfold" above, and beyond =2/261) for the "GoodDeed,"
and grants from HIM a great Recompense.
QURAN TESTAMENT 6/160 & 4/40
==========

for all Humanity, when/if we truly and immediately repent and return to ALLAH,
in this Good/Best manner here (=25/6871, 7276), always and forever, inshaALLAH.

Remain in peace/salaam.
Logged
And he who came with The TRUTH,
and those who verifieditasTRUE,
they are the Righteous. =39/33, ....
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